
Cattlemens Restaurant, 12409 Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova (at 
Nimbus Winery) 

11 a.m. – 1 p.m., $25 (includes lunch), $15 for members (40% discount) 

Don’t miss the pre- and post- luncheon events: 
10:15 a.m.: Early Bird Talk and Share, “Poem in Your Pocket Day” 

To celebrate National Poetry Month, led by Marcia Ehinger 
Bring a short original poem to share (copies if you would like 

commentary) 

1:15 p.m.: Mastermind, a Pilot Project led by our Treasurer, Larry 
Mandelberg Learn how to use a group of like-minded people to solve 

difficult problems. FREE! Get over that “hump” in your writing process. 
Find the details on page 6 of this newsletter. Go to the website 

(www.cwcsacramentowriters.org) to sign up and get  the “be prepared” 
worksheet. 

Featured Luncheon Speaker 
Al Gonzalez 

Creator of Feature and 
Documentary Films 

“The Calling Card You May Never 
Have Thought Of (YouTube)” 
Using Videos in Your Writing 

Projects 

How do you take a written story and transform it into a video program for 
others to see? How do you use video clips to promote your writing? Al 
Gonzalez will present examples of documentary television (TV) spots and 
public service announcements (PSAs), as well as behind-the-scenes on-
location TV and movie examples. 
 
Al Gonzalez is an executive producer and director, a “get it done” business 
coach, and a certified mediator with California Lawyers for the Arts in 
Sacramento. He has been in the film and television business for over 25 
years, and brings strong leadership experience and creative vision to event 
coordination, professional speaking, filmmaking, and video production. He 
began his career in radio, moved into live theater, then film and TV 
production and special events as a technical director and announcer.
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First Friday Network Meeting 
Kathy “Kanika” Marshall 

Tools for Successful Self-Publishing of 
Family Histories 

Friday, April 5 
9-11 AM  

Coco’s, 7887 Madison Avenue,  
Citrus Heights

In 2017, Kathy “Kanika” Marshall wrote The 
Ancestors Are Smiling! which is a collection of 
uplifting, funny, touching, maddening, and 
sometimes harrowing real life stories, creatively 
told by Marshall’s ancestors and their descendants. 

In 2018, she published a research-oriented 
storybook investigating her enslaved ancestors 
from Maryland, entitled Finding Otho: the Search 
for Our Enslaved Williams Ancestors. These true 
stories are woven by Marshall with the African 
fabric of American historical events. Marshall has 
been exploring her family roots off and on since 
1976 and is a self-avowed missionary for family 
history, encouraging others to write their own 
family history stories NOW! 

Marshall was a researcher, analyst, and technical 
writer for the California Highway Patrol for 36 
years. She taught over 600 employees how to 
tackle every kind of assignment, including 
formulating a project outline, researching data sources, performing statistics and data analysis, 
creating graphs, and writing finished reports. She enjoys sharing these helpful skills with others. In 
addition, she has been the owner/artist for her Kanika African Sculptures business since 1993, sharing 
her love for African fabric, clay, welding, and ethnic-inspired, indoor-outdoor sculptures. 

This presentation will provide attendees with a useful list of hints, tips and examples that will give 
them the tools to write and successfully self-publish their own family history book. Attendees will learn 
how to plan their own book, set up an effective book framework, gather information, write their book, 
and self-publish their own masterpiece.



Poetry 
Corner
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April is National Poetry Month 

To celebrate, we are publishing another poem which Dr. 
Ray Blain, CWC Sacramento member,  submitted to the 
newsletter.  In addition, we will be celebrating Poem in 
Your Pocket Day at the early bird Talk & Share at 10:15 
a.m. before the April 20th Saturday luncheon meeting.  
Please bring a poem to share (an original one is 
preferred), and have printed copies with you if you would 
like to have others give you their comments.  We will also 
publish member poems in upcoming newsletters.

A zephyr wind

A turquoise sky

Warm sunlight on my cheek

I sit in wonder at the silent work I see

The gentle kiss on pestles as the bee

Moves from one flower to its mate 

Delivering pollen while collecting its sweet nectar 
fee.


Renewal comes in making seeds.


A thousand ants move ‘cross my path

Bearing burdens through the jungled grass.

No moans, no groans, nor wages paid,

Life calls forth such trivial deeds

To meet a colony’s future needs

A second trail of insects joins the first

To do the job with urgent speed.


Winter comes soon on a colder breeze.


A bird with humming wings now feeds

At sugar treats above my head

It’s wings a visual wondrous blur

As days grow short and tight

The fruit grows large and ripe

Winter comes with bitter cold

And the winds will surely bite.


False death precedes each Spring.


Life will slumber hard to see

Deep in trees and earth

Waiting to awaken from the pause.

But dead and dreary night

Will then give way to light.

Nature will re-blossom

With beauty and delight.


A promise of redemption made visible in chapter 
and in verse.


So I will wait my turn

For God to then renew

The promise of rebirth

To bird and ant and bee

To all that I can see.

Renewal is his promise

To even you and me.


Such is why we came to be in our vast universe.

RENEWAL IS HIS PROMISE 

By Raymond Leo Blain 



Poem in Your Pocket Day 2019 is on Wednesday, April 17, 2019:  

Ways to Participate: It’s easy to carry a poem, share a poem, or start your own Poem in Your Pocket Day 
event. Here are some ideas of how you might get involved: 
• Start a “poems for pockets” giveaway in your school or workplace. 
• Urge local businesses to offer discounts for those carrying poems. 
• Post pocket-sized verses in public places. 
• Memorize a poem. 
• Start a street team to pass out poems in your community. 
• Distribute bookmarks with your favorite lines of poetry. 
• Add a poem to your email footer. 
• Post lines from your favorite poem on your Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Tumblr, or Pinterest. 
• Send a poem to a friend. 

Poem In My Pocket 

By Larry Linville 

April seventeenth every year is a special time to share.  

Put a poem in your pocket one for which you really care.  

Take it out and read it to persons whom you meet and  

you may be giving them a very special treat.  

It started in New York City in the year two thousand two  

and has spread across the nation now you can spread it too.  

I have made my selection and my pocket awaits the day  

when I can let a poem say what I want to say.
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IN BRIEF 
National Poetry Month is April; Poem in Your Pocket Day is April 17 
Bring an original poem to the Early Bird “Talk & Share” at Cattlemens on 
April 20.Have printed copies if you’d like member commentary; consider 
publishing in our newsletter. 

Shut Up and Write – A new group is being started by member Dakota Coe 
in Davis 7 – 9 p.m. Wednesdays April 3, May 1, June 5 at the Davis 
Public Library conference room. It’s FREE. Brief introductions & sharing, 
writing, critiquing (if desired).  to4see@gmail.com 

CWC Sacramento Memoir Writing Contest 
Deadline April 30  www.cwcsacramentowriters.org 

CWC Sacramento Book Covers Posters (for club members with 
published books) Deadline April 15 for current publications, see 
website (link above) 

Gold Country Writers Workshop, Sharon S. Darrow, Self-Publishing 101 
April 7, Sunday, 1 – 5:30 p.m., walk in, $20 includes workbook 
General Gomez Art & Event Center, 808 Lincoln Way, Auburn 

Our Life Stories, Cosumnes River College (with City of Sacramento Hart 
Senior Center) April 13, Saturday, 8:45 – 4, Cosumnes River College, $35 
includes workshops & lunch  
Deadline to register April 5, www.ourlifestories.org 

NCPA (Northern California Publishers & Authors) Book Awards Banquet. 
April 14, Sunday, 5 - 9 p.m., $30 per person, Cherry Island Golf Course, 
Elverta   www.norcalpa.org 

Folsom Library Local Author Expo (book tables, speaker panels) 
April 27, Saturday 11 – 3, Georgia Murray Bldg., 411 Stafford St., Folsom 
95603. CWC table; or reserve your own for “free” with donation of a copy 
of your book to the library 
https://www.folsom.ca.us/city_hall/depts/library/events/adult/
local_author_expo_2019.asp 

Gold Rush Writers Conference, May 3 – 5, Historic Leger Hotel, 
Mokelumne Hill. Contact Sally Kaplan (310) 927-6929 or salkap123@att.net 

Friday Networking Meeting, May 3, CWC Member Jim Guigli 
Coco’s, 9 – 11 a.m., 7887 Madison Avenue, Citrus Heights 

Saturday Luncheon Meeting, May 18, Heather Lazare   
Cattlemens, 11 – 1, 12409 Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova 

SIGN UP NOW: CWC Sacramento  Writers’ Retreat, Heather Lazare 
“Selling a Best Seller”. Former Simon & Schuster editor; writing and 
publishing, getting your book in tip-top form (after luncheon meeting on 
May 18, 1:30 – 5 p.m., 40% discount for members; pay on website) 

Sacramento County Fair, CWC Booth (under consideration) 
May 23 – 27, 10 a.m. – 10 p.m. 

Public Safety Writers Conference (announced by CWC member Mike 
Brandt) July 18 – 21, Orleans Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas, NV 
www.policewriter.com 

Writing Day Workshops (www.writingdayworkshops.com) in Sacramento 
Friday, August 9, 9:30 – 5 (sacramentowritingworkshop.com), Courtyard 
Sacramento Midtown 
Intense instruction and opportunity to pitch an agent (including Jennifer 
Chen Tran, past CWC presenter); Instructor Brian A. Klems, former online 
editor of WritersDigest.com 
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Sandra Navarro has a new book on 
Amazon, Children’s Album of Curious 
Stor ies , which she wrote and 
illustrated.

Members who joined in 
March: 
Derek Catron, our newest student 
member, likes fantasy, fiction, and 
journalism. 

Mark Heckey has multiple interests: 
creative nonfiction, fiction, memoir, 
short story, journalism, and personal 
essay. 

Anne Powell’s genre is memoir. 

Robin Robinson, who has many animal 
stories to share, likes suspense and 
writing for children. 

Sally Watkins has a memoir blog, and 
has written self-help materials and 
published a book. 

Eric Wiesenthal is interested in short 
stories.

MEMBER NEWS

NEW MEMBERS 

mailto:to4see@gmail.com
http://www.cwcsacramentowriters.org
http://www.ourlifestories.org
http://www.norcalpa.org
https://www.folsom.ca.us/city_hall/depts/library/events/adult/local_author_expo_2019.asp
https://www.folsom.ca.us/city_hall/depts/library/events/adult/local_author_expo_2019.asp
mailto:salkap123@att.net
http://www.policewriter.com
mailto:to4see@gmail.com
http://www.cwcsacramentowriters.org
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http://www.norcalpa.org
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The Mastermind Model 
A CWC-Sacramento Pilot Project 

Brought to you by our Treasurer, Larry Mandelberg 

After the monthly meeting at Cattlemens on April 20 
Idea: 

• A group of writers with specific problems they want help solving.  
• Each person completes an Issue Organizer (which can be downloaded from the club website, 

www.cwcsacramentowriters.org, where you can sign up).  Forms will also be available at the meeting 
for drop-ins. 

Process: 
At the beginning of each session, participants list their issues on a flip chart and self-rate them: 

A) Critical 
B) Important / Urgent 
C) Nice to resolve 

Those with the Critical issues go first, in the order they arrived, and put their issue on the chart. 

1. Each issue is presented from the Issue Organizer. 
2. After the answers to the six organizer questions have been presented, the Mastermind Group, a.k.a. 

audience, can ask clarifying questions – NO SOLUTIONS YET. 
3. Once all questions have been clarified, writer with the issue sits and listens to the Mastermind Group 

offer solutions. No commenting or discussion allowed, just sit and listen. Bring something to record or 
ask a friend to help you take notes because the ideas will come fast and furious – you will not remember 
everything. And saying “I already tried that!” is a BIG NO-NO! Just listen.  

4. If you want to explore one of the solutions in greater detail with one of the Mastermind participants, 
follow up with them after the group session has been completed. 

Duration: 
The process can fill as much or little time as we want with each individual issue cycle lasting anywhere from 
10-30 minutes. Just divide the amount of time by 3 and the facilitator, Larry, will be a strict timekeeper. The 
number of issues we cover each session defines the length of the session and / or how much time we can give 
each issue. 

Summary: 
While it may sound complicated, it works incredibly well, hence my recommendation to do a pilot. If it works 
as well as I've seen it work and people love it, great. If people want to socialize, they can do so before or after, 
not during.  

This can be a fun and energizing way to learn and share your knowledge. Please, consider joining us and bring 
us your issues! 

http://www.cwcsacramentowriters.org
http://www.cwcsacramentowriters.org
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Great Beginnings 
Comment and Critique Corner for Your Writing 

Facilitated by Marcia Ehinger 
  

After the Saturday luncheon Talk and Share (about great beginning paragraphs), Dana Michaels and I discussed having a 
newsletter spot where members could post writing segments and get feedback from other writers. Dana offered to be the 
first author to post something. She wrote these comments about the first paragraph of her novel.  

“I've written so many drafts and revisions, I have several opening scenarios, and can't decide which one to use. This one, that 
I read at the meeting, is the one that -- I THINK -- most closely meets the edict to ‘hook’ readers with something unusual that 
makes them wonder, ‘Then what?’ I would love constructive feedback. So, here goes...”  

Right... In Your Dreams! is a contemporary love story with some humor, surprises, and some feminist sentiment. Think "Pride 
and Prejudice meets Notting Hill." A British actor from a wealthy family falls for a middle-class American career woman who 
thinks he's a spoiled jerk.  
They're both middle-aged. Most love stories / romance novels feature gorgeous 18-to-24-year-olds, and I wanted something 
people who are over 40 could relate to. There's much more to the story than the relationship, though. The first chapter 
introduces the leading man, Jamie Knight:  

The muddy beach and warehouses at the old South London docks were deserted. Between the unsettling darkness and 

stench of rotting fish, no one in his right mind would come down here in the middle of the night. The only streetlight was on 

Nigel Stone, who looked around anxiously, as though expecting someone in this creepy setting. Growing impatient, he checked 

the time on his phone, tightened the scarf around his neck, and walked toward a warehouse. Every unexpected sound got his 

attention. As he weighed the risk of giving up, his foot caught on something. A less athletic man would have fallen flat on his 

face. He hadn't noticed the mass on the dock until it tripped him. He bent over to look closer… then wished he hadn’t. 

[Please send comments to mehinger@comcast.net.]

Another opportunity for writers to learn 
and perfect their craft: 

The Bay Area Book Festival takes place every year in and 
around Berkeley’s Civic Center Park. It is one of the 
premier literary events in the world and features more 
than 200 top authors in provocative keynotes, interviews, 
panels, and performances. The free Outdoor Fair has 
hundreds of literary exhibitors, including bookstores, 
publishers, and authors. (Tickets are available for a huge 
range of presentations. Most cost $10 each.) 

May 4 – 5: Sign up for the newsletter and get details at 
www.baybookfest.org.

mailto:mehinger@comcast.net
http://www.baybookfest.org
http://www.baybookfest.org
mailto:mehinger@comcast.net


Cattlemens Luncheon Speaker, 
 March 16, 2019:  

Sands Hall 
Fictional Strategies Essential to 

the Memoirist 
Meeting notes by Dakota Coe
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FOLLOW UP

Sands is the author of Flunk Start - Reclaiming my Decade lost in 
Scientology, and Catching Heaven which won an award for best 
contemporary fiction 
Sands is a playwright, professor of English and creative writing at 
a college in PA, and a (family-founding) member of the Squaw 
Valley Community of Writers (which has an array of classes all 
summer long). 
Sands began her writing life as a fiction writer and has written a 
novel and many short stories.  Following a stage of her life in 
Scientology, she felt the need to write non-fiction about her own 
life to share her experiences with others, and soon realized that 
she was using many of the techniques for writing fiction to write 
her memoir.   
Today's session explores the key similarities and overlap between the two types of writing and is broken down 
into the following topics: 

1. Plot and structure  
2. Who's telling the story:  Point of View (POV) and the narrator 
3. Character and character development [not covered] 
4. Showing rather than telling 
5. Dialogue 
6. Building scenes  
7. Theme - what do we want to convey to the reader - e.g. help, advice. [A good memoir titled: 

"Educated"].  Have to start in a place central to the theme of the book. 
  

1. Plot and Structure  
See Handout with the opening of Wild by Cheryl Strayed: Starts in action - then back into the backstory.  This is 
one strategy.  You don't always know the theme when you start your memoir, and will almost certainly have to 
edit the beginning after you've started to get the right starting point. 
In the author's memoir - the theme is leaving the Church of Scientology.  Sands started the dialogue that marked 
the moment when the author knew she had to leave the church.  This was directly in line with the theme. 

  
2. Narrator 

POV, the point of view from which the story is told can be complex in memoirs:  
You can move back and forth between the moment of action (then) to the present moment (now) in memoirs. 
These are different points of view.  In addition, POV gives you the opportunity to go even further back before 
the moment of action, and to skip back and forth to give the context, the emotion, and action that drives the 
story forward.  e.g. See the opening of Wild.  Shifts in the POV draw us in. 

  
4. Show, Don't tell 

You don't tell things to the reader:  Writers imply, readers infer.  Readers who feel smart are happy readers.  The 
details should be selected with enormous purpose to tell the reader something.  e.g. in The glass castle.  A string 
of details including "the doorman" etc. imply that the character is wealthy without telling us so.  
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5. Dialogue 
Shatter expectations about the characters with dialogue we don't expect.  

Surprise the reader e.g. The Glass Castle (in handout):  A homeless person who doesn't talk like a homeless 
person, takes a preconception about both characters and turns it on its head.  Not just a surprise, but also 
reveals key information about the main character. 
Confronting truths - done with a scene. 

  
6. Building Scenes 

We put people in action in order to build character.  In a memoir (as in fiction to some extent): 
A scene must have a setting (a place).  Knowing where the character is reveals/implies a lot about the 
character. 
Character activity: What the character is doing also reveals/implies a lot about the character. 
Objects: The objects around the character also reveal a lot in writing (as they do on stage) about the 
character. 

In a Memoir, these things have to come from our life. 
  

7. Theme 
Exercise (develops a scene in your life and draws out its theme):  

Think about a moment in your life when someone said something to you that was really important.   
Where were you when this was said?   
Write down three specific details about that setting (light? location? objects in the vicinity?)   
What activity were you or this other person involved in?   
How did it involve any of the objects?   
Write a quick sentence about where you are now, what was said then, and what impact it has had on you. 
Why does this stick with you even now? 
  
Q&A: 
Q: When you started writing your memoir, was your temptation to sanitize it because it was hard to write.  A: 
People are reading for the dark content.  It was hard for me to talk about my family dynamics - what pulled 
me into the church in the first place - I did have to be careful to be kind to people I care about, as a general 
rule, you must leave out sensitive details that don't matter, be careful of potential legal issues too when in 
sensitive territory. 
Q: How do you handle conflicting notions in difficult subject matter?  A: Invite the reader in with what is 
attractive about the topic, then show them what is not attractive about the topic  [I.e. leverages the 
inherent inconsistencies as a plot mechanism]. 
Q: Website?  A: sandshall.com (can get on the mailing list there) 
Q: What do you think of blended genres (e.g. self-help memoirs, biographical fiction)?  A: In fiction as in life, 
what works, works. 
Q: Memoir genre has exploded of late, has readership?  A: Yes - although memoirs are hard to sell because 
there are so many of them.  But people are interested in real life.  There are websites and Facebook pages 
devoted to memoir readership. 
Q: Changing point of view - seems to go against the standard fiction norm.  A: POV changes are possible if 
you make a compact with the reader - you must take the reader with you and ensure they don't get lost. 
Make the approach seamless. Look at how it's done - e.g. via passing an object such as a cup.  Is it possible? 
Yes.  Is it essential in a memoir?  No. 
Q: Did you literally have those images at the time or did you construct them for the memoir?  A: The word 
"zealot" had a powerful emotional impact on me in that moment.  The powerful connotations were influences 
from my education/upbringing.  In that moment, I genuinely had powerful historically-inspired forebodings - 
but certain factual historical details I wrote about were filled in during the process of memoir writing. 
Q: How do you come to conclude your memoirs?  A:  A lot of it is drafting and drafting some more.  There 
were many versions and many epiphanies along the way.  I don't always know how the memoirs will end when 
I start. (Same is true with my two novels.) - but during the writing process, there's a moment when I realize "I 
think I'm done".  Don't stop until you have that feeling.  You will also want to get some readers for the draft 
since you might not really be done, and you may need to make more changes to the ending before you're 
really done. 

http://sandshall.com
http://sandshall.com


Pre-Session – Best First Paragraphs 
See Handout for Basics and Examples (website: www.cwcsacramentowriters.org) or page 13 of this 
newsletter. 
Examples: Pay attention to other people's work - what do they do that's different that works - how do 
they catch your eye? 
In addition to setting the mood and hooking the reader, the first paragraph should also establish the 
genre. 
[The first sentence of your book should be special - pure poetry.] 
[Recommended book: Skinny Dip by Carl Hiassen - one of the funniest books of all times.] 
["Writing by writers" conference - merit based entry – Paula: www.writingxwriters.org] 
[Sacramento library has a book printing machine. Google “I Street Press”.]  

Post Session - Writing your Page Turning Memoir 

Dorothy Rice   
www.dorothyriceauthor.com, dorothy.rice@yahoo.com  
Author of: The Reluctant Artist, and Grey is the New Black (a 
memoir - out in a few months) 
Dorothy has an MFA in creative writing, and among her other 
accomplishments, is formerly a grant writer 
  

See handouts for a list of valuable books on writing memoirs 
(including):  

Why We Write About Ourselves: Twenty Memoirs on Why They 
Expose Themselves and Others in the Name of Literature, by 
Meredith Maran 
The Art of Memoir, by Mary Karr 

What a memoir is (and isn't): 
A memoir can be a narrow experience (e.g. walking the pacific coast trail, as in Wild) - A memoir HAS A 
FOCUS, a theme.  It's not typically something that covers your entire life.   
I started with essays that I wrote for journals - then one day, an editor contacted me and asked if we could 
collaborate on a book (which was published by a small press). 

Q: Re. publishing essays - what does this look like?  A: Essays for journals such as "flash" = short fiction or 
non-fiction (750-1000 words - NYT is 1000 words).  If told with specificity and emotional truth - will 
resonate with those who can relate to it. Good published essays have been known to lead to book 
contracts.  But note: Many publishers won't look at your work if you don't have an agent - if you don't 
have an agent, your avenues are more restricted. 

Some memoirs cover a family history. Capturing this before it is lost is another reason to write.  It is 
important to recognize is that not all memoir writers are writing for the same audience/market and that you 
don't always have to think about publishing.  Recognize that some memoirs are written to be published and 
others are not - both are memoirs.  The market may determine what approach you take. 
It's wrong to think that if you don't have a large life, you don't have anything large to write about.  "One life, 
deeply examined, ripples out to touch all lives." (quote) 

What a memoir is not: 
Grudge writing - this may be worthwhile doing and good therapy, but is not for publishing.   
Writing to set the record straight - Tell it how it is and how it affected you as the narrator, don't tell the 
reader how to feel.  You must have sufficient distance in order to do this type of writing well (or it looks like 
grudge writing). 
A journalistic reporting of events. 
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Avoiding common pitfalls: 
Offending friends and family: 

Let your family read it first if possible. 
If you've included something ugly that is plainly unnecessary to the theme and the plot - EDIT IT OUT! 

Liability and confidentiality 
Disclaimers and caveats: 

Put a disclaimer on your book.  E.g. "This is true to my own memory."  People remember things differently - 
the full reality may be different again. 
Honesty is always the best policy. 

Recognize that writing & publishing are two very distinct things. 
Have a full arc, a beginning, middle, and an end. 
Truth in Memoir 

Emotional truth:  Does it feel truthful?  My truth may not be someone else's - recognize in the memoir when 
there are conflicting accounts.  "My sister remembers it differently.." 
Whose truth is it? 
Dialogue - get that person's voice, language, tone and expression. 
Perhapsing - "I imagine it happened like this...", "The photograph suggests...".  A memoir is not a history book, 
but a record of your life as you remember it. 
Compression, composite characters, changing names. 
Memory is mutable - interrogate yourself. 

The key to memoir = Making the personal universal. 
Conflict drives any story, whether fiction or memoir… Go deep - moments of high emotion, shame, guilt, 
remorse, regret, fear.  But vary the intensity.  Let the reader know that the narrator is OK, you lived through 
it, you have humor. 
When emotions are high, write cool. 
Creating the persona of the first-person narrator. 

Treat yourself as a character 
Recount your experience as stories 

POV: "Now" and "Then" narrators 
Become a split personality. 
The now narrator has perspectives/reflects.  The then narrator lived in the action.   

Establish a double (triple or quadruple) perspective (e.g. with a before then, a before that, or a 
between then and now narrator).   
At a minimum, let the reader both live it, and benefit from the author's more mature perspectives to 
interpret the past.   
It is the purpose of memoir to examine the past, not just record it. This is the heart of memoir. 

Appeal to all 5 senses to ground the reader in what the experience was like. 
Voice: 

Mary Karr (memoir author - great trio of memoirs).  Mary touches on Voice in The Art of Memoir: 
Memoirs live or die based on "voice".   

For the author: A way of speaking unique to self and experience might only emerge after 100+ pages of 
draft writing. The author has to go back and put that voice in from the first sentence.   

The reader has to pick up on that voice from the moment they start reading the work. 
Great lives don't necessarily make great memoirs, ordinary lives may make great memoirs - it all hinges on 
voice. 

Memoir must take you on a journey, it is not just a series of anecdotes. 
Read in the genre if you want to write a good memoir. 
  
Q: More on Disclaimers?  A: Look at what others do, I worded mine differently because emotional truth is what 
resonates with me.  "It reflects in its entirety my emotional truth."  If published, your publisher will ensure that 
the contract protects your publisher from being held liable.  There are lawyers in Sacramento that deal with 
copyright law - and can be consulted on such matters.  Beyond the law - you need to protect family relationships, 
so change names if needed, consult your family before including sensitive material. 
Q: If your memory is fuzzy, perhaps you were very young, and you don't remember the objects etc., how do you 
handle this?  A: It's hard to create objects that might not have been there, but some things can be assumed.  
Objects tell a lot.  If you're not certain, tell the reader it's fuzzy, or figure out where the line lies for you. 
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Dorothy Rice 
CWC Member Memoirist  

Dorothy describes herself as a late-blooming author working hard to make up for lost time. She grew 

up in San Francisco's Sunset District, blocks from the Zoo and Ocean Beach, during the fifties and 

psychedelic sixties. As a single mother, she climbed the ranks of state civil service, then earned an 

MFA in creative writing from UC Riverside, Palm Desert when she turned sixty. Her first book, The 

Reluctant Artist, was published by Shanti Arts in 2015. It is the inspiring story of her father’s singular 

dedication to art and his lack of interest in any public recognition, filled with stunning color photos of 

his extraordinary paintings. The book is also about Dorothy’s coming-of-age with a yearning for the 

creative life—a goal she fulfilled after retiring from state service. An essay about her mother’s descent 

into Alzheimer’s was awarded second place in the 2018 Kalanithi awards (honoring Paul Kalanithi, 

author of When Breath Becomes Air), and one of her short stories was nominated for a Pushcart and 

Best of the Net. In just a few years, she has amassed dozens of publishing credits in literary journals. 

Her memoir, Gray Is The New Black, shares an intimate story of ageism, shame and affirmation, one 

that will resonate with women of a certain age, full of smile-inducing insights, heartbreak, and—

finally—affirmation. Similar sentiments are also shared in her blog. In addition to now having her 

dream job as a writer, she is a proud mother and grandmother and a fortunate wife, sister and 

daughter. Her home has always been filled with children, her father's art, and a menagerie of four-

legged friends. 

When asked how she is inspired to find new content for her writing, Dorothy says that she keeps an 

idea notebook and as ideas occur to her throughout the week (for essays, stories, books, flash, etc.), 

she jots them down for when she has time.  Inspiration could come from anywhere – newspapers, 

magazines, conversations, etc. Her number one tip for improving one’s writing is to write, a lot, and 

keep doing it. She says that over time, you learn to see your own weaknesses and areas that need 

improvement.  Becoming a better self-editor is one thing she really works on. She adds, “Reading in 

your genre helps, to see what good writing looks like. Also, classes and critique groups – our local 

community college creative writing classes are a great place to start.” 

http://med.stanford.edu/pcph/patient-care/palliative-care/paul-kalanithi-essay-contest/InPhotographs.html
http://med.stanford.edu/pcph/patient-care/palliative-care/paul-kalanithi-essay-contest/InPhotographs.html
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First Paragraphs – Tips 

“First and last lines need not be fancy. Even a utilitarian line can work well if it yanks 
us straight into, or amplifies, a scene’s main action.” Donald Maass in The Fire in 
Fiction, page 72, 2009, Writer’s Digest Books. 

“As you plot the beginning, make sure your protagonist is an active participant in her 
own story.” Martha Alderson in Writing Blockbuster Plots, page 51, 2016, Writer’s Digest 
Books. 

“Economy of language doesn’t mean using fewer words. It simply means that every 
word needs to count and to represent more than the few syllables it takes to utter.” 
Les Edgerton in Hooked, page 158, 2007, Writer’s Digest Books. 

How to Write the First Paragraphs of Your Novel, by Liternauts https://
www.liternauts.com/how-to-write-the-first-paragraphs-of-your-novel/ 

1. Don’t start talking about the weather. 

2. Draw your reader’s attention – something interesting should happen. 

3. Put something in motion – have some action. 

4. Use short paragraphs and direct sentences. 

5. Set the time and space coordinates. 

6. Specify the rules – readers should be able to identify the mood, the style and the 
genre. 

7. Leave the backstory for later. 

8. Learn from the best. 

https://www.liternauts.com/how-to-write-the-first-paragraphs-of-your-novel/
https://www.liternauts.com/how-to-write-the-first-paragraphs-of-your-novel/
https://www.liternauts.com/how-to-write-the-first-paragraphs-of-your-novel/
https://www.liternauts.com/how-to-write-the-first-paragraphs-of-your-novel/
https://www.liternauts.com/how-to-write-the-first-paragraphs-of-your-novel/
https://www.liternauts.com/how-to-write-the-first-paragraphs-of-your-novel/


At the March First Friday breakfast, we were fortunate to have Ms. Sigrid Bathen as our speaker. She is 
surely one of the more diversely experienced speakers we have had. Like so many writers, she started on 
her high school newspaper. She continued with her college newspaper but also had the opportunity to 
work on both a student quarterly magazine and a student television program. Her school experience 
enabled her to get her first paid job on a twice-weekly local paper where she “… learned to write – fast 
and hopefully accurately…” to meet deadlines.   

Besides the many years spent as either a staff or freelance contributor, Ms. Bathen spent about 12 years 
in public relations for 3 different California state agencies, some of which was concurrent with her 
present position as a lecturer at California State University-Sacramento. Her career has spanned several 
decades and nearly all the writing avenues available. 

Early on, Ms. Bathen states, “…writing is a gift as well as an art, a craft that can be taught only to a 
point.” However, she follows that observation with, “It is best practiced through regular, disciplined, 
focused writing – and voracious reading… (and through writing groups like this…),” giving us at least some 
hope.  

Fortunately, there is no shortage of opportunities for content. All the “old” mediums for the written word 
are still available: magazine, newspaper, radio and TV copy, even signage; they have just moved into 
digital formats, often in tandem with the old hard copy. Plus, there are many new ones: blogging, 
vlogging, posting, podcasting, even tweeting, captioning and commenting are all hungry for input.  

The common denominator is social media as the primary promoter for readers, viewers and listeners. This 
places additional responsibilities on writers. Ms. Bathen states, “Increasingly, in this digital age, writing 
for any medium also involves taking photos and videos, writing headlines and photo captions, doing 
podcasts, as well as familiarity with social media.” Additionally, writers are now expected to be their own 
fact-checkers. 

Perhaps the most important thoughts that resonated with me were, “Freelance writing and editing, as I’m 
sure many of you know, requires seriously focused time management. Speed and accuracy – and the 
ability to come up with story ideas, as well as complete assignments on myriad subjects – are key….” So, 
when one attendee asked, “What one piece of advice would you give to college graduates going into the 
field?” she responded, “Practice. Practice writing fast, clear and interesting.”

First Friday Speaker  
March 1, 2019:  
Sigrid Bathen 

Magazine Writing: 
Then & Now, Print to Digital 

Meeting notes by Elizabeth A. Jodry
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CWC Sacramento Branch Leadership  

(FY 2018-2019) 
Officers  

Kimberly A. Edwards, President  
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net  

First Vice-President/Programs  (vacant) 
   
Jerilyn Ring, Second Vice-President/Membership  
jerilyns@me.com  
   
Larry Mandelberg, Treasurer  
larry@mandelberg.biz  
   
Sandra Navarro, Secretary  
ssnavarro22@gmail.com  
   
Board of Directors  
Linda Champion, Outreach  
championwritingcreations@comcast.net  
   
Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor  
mehinger@comcast.net  
   
Elizabeth Jodry, Public Relations Outreach  
Aehlswyth@comcast.net 
   
Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster & Eblast Coordinator  
jenifererowe@gmail.com  
  
Michele Wogec, Social Media & Emerging Writers Coordinator  
mwogec@yahoo.com  

Consultants to the Board  
Lisa Deines Wiggins, Programs Advisor 
msdkicks@gmail.com  

Ted Witt, Pretty Road Press  
Marketing & Publishing  
   
Club Positions  
Ray & MaryAnn Blain, Saturday Meeting Registration  
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor & Saturday Meeting Registration  
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator  
Cheryl Stapp, First Friday Network Coordinator 
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